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SPACE AGE 
SPRAY BUFF & MAINTAINER 

 

DESCRIPTION:  
This is an advanced formulated product for spray cleaning modern floor finishes. It is a vast 
improvement over the watered-down version of a floor finish. This product is a clear cleaner 
maintainer that contains mild surfactants, detergents, and solvents, formulated to clean the 
floor without damage to finish film. It will clean and remove black marks, scuffs, soil and yet 
bring up a spectacular gloss to your floor finish. The resultant gloss remains slip-resistant.  
 

APPLICATION: 
This product should be used in the traffic lanes and heavy wear areas of waxed floors to 
restore and improve appearance. It prolongs the life of a floor finish and greatly extends the 
time between stripping and recoating. This product is a great time saver. 
 

FEATURES & BENEFTIS: 
 Fast Cleaning  Improves Appearance 
 Safe Underfoot  No Powdering 

 Pads Clean Up Easier  No Messy Mixing Of Product 
 Removes Cloudy Look Of Floor  Removes Black Marks And Scuffs 

 

USE ON:  
 Vinyl Asbestos  Asphalt  Mexican Tile 

 Vinyl Tile  Terrazzo  Quarry Tile 
 Any Other Floor That Is Usually Waxed  

 

DIRECTIONS: 
Sweep and/or damp mop floor area to be treated. Spray a light fog of this product on washable 
area of floor. Place a red or gold pad under machine and buff dampened area until dry and 
bright. Continue procedure until the total area is buffed. When pads load up with dirt, turn and 
use reverse side.  Dust mop floor to remove any residue from buffing. An alternate method for 
high speed buffers is as follows: Mix with equal parts of water into mop bucket. Wring out mop 
and damp mop floor. Hi speed with red or gold pad until dry and bright. After cleaning with red 
or gold pads, high-speed buff your floor with the white pad for the ultimate in gloss. 


